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Logline

Fleeing heartache and danger at home after a pandemic leaves them unable to speak, a father
and two young daughters take to the road to find safety and rebuild their broken family.

Short Synopsis

A father and two young daughters struggle to create a normal life after a pandemic leaves them
sheltering in place and unable to speak. When home is no longer safe, they take to the road.
Fleeing heartache and danger, the trio search for a new beginning. Unsure whether those they
meet are friend or foe, they must overcome their fears and risk opening their hearts once again.

Long Synopsis

A father and two young daughters struggle to create a normal life after a pandemic leaves them
sheltering in place and unable to speak. Grieving the death of his wife, the father must buoy the
spirits of his children and keep them safe. He scavenges the homes of strangers for food and
weapons and presents a veil of calm underneath the stress of hiding from the “bad people.”

The two girls bounce from sisterly bickering to depression borne of their own silent griefs. In
between secret forays outside, they create their own language of clicks, whistles and gestures
and attempt to continue a regular childhood. The trio settle in to a routine of packaged meals,
domestic games and the shared gift of music around the piano. The new normal does not last,
however, as their water runs low and they barely escape from a pair of sinister intruders.

Realizing that they cannot remain, the three make the difficult decision to leave their home and
the grave of their beloved wife and mother. Traveling back roads on their bikes, the family
search for shelter, exploring and abandoning one location after another when hidden dangers
appear. At a remote farmhouse they encounter a fierce and protective mother bent on keeping
them away. Her young son, though, aching for friendship and adventure, bursts out to engage
the girls in an exuberant race around the farm. Unable to contain the pent up joy of the children,
the woman understands that she must let the strangers stay.

The two broken families warily attempt to share the rural homestead. The children quickly settle
in to fresh meals and trampoline games, while the woman rebuffs the father’s offers of civil
coexistence. Only after the father proves himself by working the farm and demonstrating
tenderness to the children does the woman reveal an important secret she had been hiding.
Newly bonded, the two parents endeavor to move past the personal ravages of the pandemic.

Before they can restitch their lives together, one of the “bad people” returns in a spasm of
violence. The fatal attack thrusts the children into caretaking responsibilities beyond their years.
The merged family survives in diminished number and fights to overcome the latest heartbreak.
Knowing that the only way to find peace is to take the painful step of opening their hearts again,
the survivors embrace their new future together with determination and hope.



Biographies

Joe Murphy (Writer, Director, Producer, “Father”)

Joe Murphy is a writer, director, actor and environmental
advocate living and working in upstate New York. Joe
trained in acting at the Herbert Berghof (HB) Studio and
the Irish Arts Center in New York City. He joined the
Yankee Rep theatre company in New York as a writer and
later became an actor, director and producer with the
company. After training at various community film and
video production centers, including Film Video Arts and
New York University, Joe wrote, produced and directed his
first feature film, Shadow of Death, which premiered at
Moviepalooza in New York City’s Hell’s Kitchen. After
taking a hiatus to start a family and practice law, Joe
returned to feature filmmaking to write and direct The
Place Just Right. He also produces environmental
advocacy videos for various non-profit organizations.

Allie Rodgers (“Daughter 1”)

Allie Rodgers has been singing since before she
could talk. She performed in a music video of an
original song composed and sung with a group of
friends, and she sings in multiple choirs. The Place
Just Right is her first feature film.

Mandy Smith (“Daughter 2”)

Mandy Smith is a free spirit whose storytelling began as a
toddler. She loves acting, writing, painting, performing and
magic. Mandy plays the cello and is an avid teacher of Rubik’s
Cube. The Place Just Right is her first feature film.



Meg Affonso (“Farm Woman”)

Meg Affonso is an actor, writer and budding
producer/director; she is a gifted storyteller who
has the performing arts ingrained in her soul.
From the age of 4, Meg was singing in her church
on a regular basis. By the age of 5, Meg began
dance lessons and in high school she discovered
acting. Meg studied with the Deena Levy Theatre
Studio in NYC and has performed in a variety of
theatrical productions, ranging from musical
theatre to dramatic plays. In recent years, Meg
has been performing in film, web series
productions, commercials and television. She
produced For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When The Rainbow is Enuf
and Women of Color in the Arts Expo and is
writing two short films. Meg’s mission is to tell
stories that matter and to help others by enriching
their lives with art.

Jolene Rua (“Mother”)

Jolene Rua began her performing career in her high
school’s production of the musical “Oklahoma!”  She now
practices as a yoga instructor in upstate New York and
online.



Director’s Statement

by Joe Murphy

The Covid-19 outbreak, which continues as I write, gives an eerie resonance to my new film,
The Place Just Right, which unfolds in a post-pandemic setting. I claim no prescience in telling
the story of a family enduring cabin fever, and worse, after sheltering at home to avoid new
dangers in a changed world. It’s just that I’ve been thinking about surviving a societal
breakdown since I was a kid growing up in southwest Pennsylvania, where ghouls roamed in
George Romero’s classic film Night of the Living Dead. After watching that flick at a tender age,
I found myself looking through our childhood house for potential refuge should the undead
attack. My survivalist preoccupations were heightened after reading Stephen King’s The Stand
and binge watching The Walking Dead. I was intrigued not so much by zombies or pathogens
but the dramatic possibilities of survivors no longer tethered to enforced social norms.

Then a few years ago I was walking a country road and my kids were running ahead through a
field. It suddenly occurred to me that they were so far ahead that they would be unable to hear
me through the distance and wind if something sinister were to emerge behind them -- a bear, a
lunatic, a zombie. I found that terrifying and at the same time fascinating. What would it feel like
to see a loved one in danger, yet be unable to communicate a warning? That strange, mute
terror was another spark that led to this story about a family left unable to speak.

The third element that led to this movie is that as a father and environmentalist I had been
struggling with how to protect my kids from disturbing truths about the world while ensuring that
they learn the facts they need to grow and thrive. That struggle seeped into my mental
percolations about the survival story. I decided that the narrative would reflect the breakdown of
our societal structures as shown through the viewpoint of a single family.

The result of these three strands was a story of a broken family trying to survive after a
pandemic wipes out nearly everyone. Adding to their difficulties, the family also have to cope
with being unable to speak. The father, thrust into the role of a single parent in harrowing
circumstances, struggles to keep his two daughters fed and physically safe while trying to give
them some sense of emotional normalcy. The kids, resilient and perceptive, bounce back and
forth between childhood exuberance, fear and grief for the mother they lost. And then, there are
the bad guys. They pop up in the most inconvenient times, and they do bad things.

The Place Just Right is a coming of age story about the kids and their father. It also turns into a
road movie when they can no longer stay safe in their house. In both aspects, it’s a movie about
home -- home they fight to stay in, and a new home they are on a quest to discover. In the end,
home is, yes, about a place, but it is also about who you are and the space you create, as a
growing and changing young or older person, and as a biological or composite family.

I hope you enjoy watching the movie, the characters and their journey as much as I did while
writing and directing The Place Just Right.



Production Story

The Place Just Right is an independent feature film with an unusual production history that
allowed it to achieve an expansiveness belying its micro budget. Shot intermittently on
weekends over five years, the production covered multiple seasons, tracking the story’s
development.  “Filming in different seasons was critical,” director Joe Murphy explained.  “The
movie opens in winter, and the passing of time sets up the plot in a way that presents itself
naturally without our having to spoon-feed the audience through dialogue or written exposition.”
Other portions of the movie take place in other times of year, reflecting the physical journeys
and inner growth of the characters.

The extended shooting schedule also allowed the filmmaker to take advantage of vacations and
other travel to shoot scenes in varied locations, from the home base near Albany, New York, to
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Baltimore. The result was a venue pallette rivalling film
productions multiple times its scale.

The protracted schedule also facilitated an extremely lean crew of one.  “This is a movie that
could not have been made any other way,” said Murphy. “When we decided to move ahead with
the project, we knew that we were not in a position to hire a cast and crew, pay for locations, or
even recruit volunteers to take on all of those traditional roles in a typically-condensed shooting
schedule over several weeks,” he said. The logistics alone would have been prohibitive for the
producer-director, who was working full time as an attorney and raising a family. Making
necessity a virtue, the filmmaker substituted time for personnel. He planned individual scenes
over weeks or months, then shot in a matter of hours at home, in nearby public spaces or at
friends’ houses. “We would finish a scene or group of shots, then take a break for a few weeks
or months and come back and do a few more as time and other life activities permitted. Over
the course of five years, we made the movie we had envisioned.”



Murphy also took advantage of some talented actors in his social circle to fill out the cast.
“Fortunately, we had some friends and acquaintances who had either trained as actors in New
York City or who had other performing experience, and some kids who turned out to be really
natural in front of a camera,” he recounted. The child actors also benefited from the drawn-out
production and area locales, as they quickly warmed to the impromptu filming opportunities with
friends and family in familiar spots. “The kids did not have a bunch of lighting rigs around them
and strangers milling about a set, so they felt very comfortable while performing, and I think that
shows in what you see in the final cut,” said Murphy.

The film also takes advantage of a quirk in the plot that calls for most of the action to occur
without dialogue. The movie provides an early explanation for why the characters do not speak,
which made production easier by allowing the filmmaker to concentrate on the visuals while
recording natural sound instead of dialogue. “Originally it was simply an artistic choice, because
I was intrigued by visual storytelling of the type you see in mysteries or supernatural movies --
figuring out who this character is or what they are up to not by hearing what they say but by
watching what they do and, more importantly, trying to discern what is going on inside their mind
and heart by reading their facial features and body language,” the director explained. “Once we
started shooting, it turned out to make the production much easier, and the actors gave very
natural performances by relaxing into their characters rather than concentrating on delivering
lines.” Even the child actors, or perhaps especially the youngest cast members, were able to
give simple and heartfelt performances without extensive rehearsals.

“You don’t have to know anything about the production history to appreciate this movie,” says
director-producer Murphy. It stands on its own as a beautiful story of a family coming together in
trying times, growing as individuals and going on the road and surviving in the face of physical
danger and emotional challenges. But knowing how the film was made in the face of financial
and logistical obstacles makes it all the more remarkable to experience the joys and sorrows of
this coming-of-age road movie.



The Place Just Right

Credits

Cast

Father JOE MURPHY
Mother JOLENE RUA
Daughter 1 ALLIE RODGERS
(Young) Daughter 1 MAEVE M. BREEN
Daughter 2 MANDY SMITH
Farmhouse Woman MEG AFFONSO
Farmhouse Son EAMON P. BREEN
(Baby) Farmhouse Son BRIGID G. BREEN
Farmhouse Dad ROB BREEN
Bad Guy 1 SEAN CRONLUND
Bad Guy 2 BILL BICHTEMAN
Woman in Car RACHELLE SULLIVAN
Dying Man on Couch ADAM SURPRENANT
Dead Woman in Bed

and Playhouse SABINA MURPHY
Body double for Daughter 1

And Farmhouse Son NUALA C. BREEN
Grandfather (photo) GERALD KRAUS
Grandmother (photo) CECELE KRAUS

Crew

Dir. of Photography,
Sound and Editor JOE MURPHY

Camera THE CAST

Music

“Over the Water, Humans Gather”
“Kerchingless Wonder”

“One Person Listening Now”
“So Long, Succour”

“Fingerlympics”
“Carrot Sticks”

“Reality Cartwheeled”
by Doctor Turtle

Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License



“Gazing”
“Decapod”

“Hoist”
“Epoxy Resin”

“Our Young Guts”
“Minty Soak”
“Zwetschge”

“Through the Lens”
“Sheffield Hall”

“Space”
“Sprocket”

“Humming and Strumming”
“Nachtwandel”
“Worky Worky”

“Bathed in Fine Dust”
“Piscoid”

“Land Legs”
by Andy G. Cohen

Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

“Roger Moore”
“Grandpa’s Great Escape”

“Fergus O’Reilly”
by TRG Banks

Released under a CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication

“Played by Ear”
“Dakota”

by Unheard Music Concepts
Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

"Red is the Rose"
Traditional Irish

Performed by Jolene Rua

"Rattlin Bog"
Traditional Irish

Performed by Allie Rodgers, Mandy Smith,
Jolene Rua and Joe Murphy

"Für Elise"
Composed by Ludwig van Beethoven

Performed by Mandy Smith



“Shadow Time”
“Brass Burrough”
by Cagey House

Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

“Elsewhere”
by Jim Hall

Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

“Dark Room”
by XTaKeRuX

Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

"Streets of Laredo"
Traditional

Performed by Joe Murphy

“Finnaly Lost”
by Hinterheim

Released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

Closing Credits Music
"New Day's Hope"

Composed and Performed by Joe Murphy, © 2018

Stock Video

“Bats Hanging on Branches”
Courtesy of Vimeo, via Pexels

Released under a CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication

“Frozen River”
Courtesy of HighView Films, via Pexels

Released under a Pexels License
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Filmed on location in

Delmar, New York
Clarksville, New York
Bethlehem, New York

Copake, New York
Albany, New York

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Baltimore, Maryland
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Awards

Official Selection and Winner of the Stage32 Prize
2018 Next Big Thing Independent Filmmakers Festival

Official Selection
New Fiilmmakers New York 2019


